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Patch

• A patch is a basic geometry object, and is defined as a collection of elements, 
connected at nodes (control points), with a basis assigned to it. If geometry is 
imported from another data source, each spline object or mesh object imported 
will be its own patch. Patches can be imported into the JSON file using the 
Include keyword. A patch can define an entire U-spline or single Bézier element. 
Geometry is stored at the patch level. Each patch is associated to a unique 
patch_id.

• Coreform provides a selection of patch creation tools that will help users to more 
easily define geometry. This library is not intended to be comprehensive but 
does begin to build some of the foundational tools for CAD. The first section is a 
library of typical geometries encountered and understood in IGA. The second 
section is a library of operations such as sweeps, revolves, etc. that allow for 
modifcation or enhancement of patches.

• This version of the software also includes some special parameterized objects 
that can be used to create helical geometries, etc. These are prototypes of the 
possibilities of more specialized primitives that can be created as IGA objects for 
use both in CAD and simulation.

• In the future, support will also be added to create unstructured U-spline 
primitives.



Documentation: patch_creation_curve



Create inner arc



Create outer arc



Create connecting curve



Create connecting curve



Documentation: patch_operation_coons







Documentation: patch_creation_curve_segment





Documentation:
patch_operation_translational_sweep





Documentation: patch_operation_order





Create Geometry





What is a “domain”?

• A domain is a patch with additional analysis attributes attached to it.

• A domain defines how the patch will be used in the simulation and 
assigns unique global IDs to the nodes in the patch for use in the 
simulation. 

• There is a one-to-one correspondence between each patch used in 
the simulation and a domain. 

• Domains describe how geometry will be formed and includes a map 
from the nodes defined in to a global node id for the whole problem.



Documentation: domain_spline_solid





Documentation: subdomain_domains





Documentation: subdomain_elems





Documentation: subdomain_nodal_dva



Boundary Conditions



Documentation: subdomain_field_load





What is a “function” card?

• Cards in the function class describe the spatial or temporal behavior 
of the elements in the simulation.



Documentation: function_temporal_constant





Documentation:
function_temporal_linear_interpolation





Documentation: function_spatial_constant





What are Material cards?

• Material property cards specify the physical attributes of the 
materials to be used in the formulation. Material properties include 
Young’s modulus (a measure of the stiffness of a solid material), 
Poisson’s ratio (the ratio of transverse strain to axial strain), and the 
mass density.



Documentation:
material_isotropic_linear_elastic





What is a Formulation?

• A formulation designates the dimension, quadrature, and material for 
the type of simulation to be run on each part. Each type of 
formulation (beam, contact, phase field fracture, shell, and solid) 
contains unique physical properties. Each part has only one 
formulation, but multiple parts can share the same formulation.



Documentation: formulation_solid





What is a Part?

• A part describes all the physical and computational properties for a 
given set of geometries. A formulation and a subdomain are 
necessary to define a part.



Documentation: part





Documentation: problem





Documentation:
problem_boundary_condition





Documentation: problem_field_load





Documentation: control_timestep_quasistatic





Documentation: control_model





Documentation: subdomain_output_field





Initializing the Solve

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////

=====> STARTING SOLVE

=====================================================

=====> Initializing solver...

=====> Setting initial conditions...

=====> Writting initial output...

=====> Writting output...

Writing to file: results_ts000000.vtu

=====> Initializing time steps...

=====> Start time: 0

=====> End time: 1

=====> Initial time step: 1



Solving a timestep

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

=====> Starting time step 1

==========> Current time: 0

==========> Step size: 1

======================================================================

=====> Starting problem 1

==========> Time step: 1

==========> Current time: 0

==========> Step size: 1

=====> Adding kinematic boundary conditions...

=====> Computing external force...

=====> Computing internal force...

=====> Assembling the stiffness matrix...

=====> Solving the linear system...

=====> Writting output...

Writing to file: results_ts000001.vtu

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

=====> TIME STEP COMPLETE



Time Report

=====> ACCUMULATED EXECUTION TIME REPORT

Total elapsed time (secs):    2.09325

Output (secs):                1.94749                  (93.0366%)

Restart (secs):               0                        (0%)

Report for problem 1

Total problem time (secs):    0.12587                  (6.01286%)

Time integrator (secs):       0.125811                 (6.01004%)

Corrector iteration (secs):   0                        (0%)

External F assembly (secs):   0.00522304               (0.249506 %)

Internal F assembly (secs):   0.00451088               (0.215486 %)

Stiffness assembly (secs):    0.0462561                (2.20967 %)

Total assembly (secs):        0.05599                  (2.67466 %)

Linear solve (secs):          0.06021                  (2.87625 %)


